Newsletter - Inner Wheel Club of Marlow – September 2019
Welcome back to the new Inner Wheel year. I hope you
have all had some time to relax in the hot weather or had
good trips away. Thank you Jackie for handing over a club in
such good heart. At the Handover I was wearing my
mother’s Inner Wheel Club badges and Past President’s
badge from the late 1960s. I had thought of taking the Club
back to the ‘good old days’ and wore a hat but I don’t think
it will catch on. There were those who told me that being
your President would be more relaxed than being Treasurer
but we have done a lot since the Handover in the
supposedly ‘quiet’ season for Inner Wheel.
The Boat Trip catering was masterminded by Avril in her
usual excellent way. The 150 boxes were made up and
labelled, the sandwiches prepared, cakes received and
the boxes filled by the small army of helpers. There were
120 seniors on the Boat Trip and plenty of Rotary and
Inner Wheel helping to serve hot and cold drinks,
together with the boxes of food, on a warm and sunny
day. It was a little difficult carrying all those boxes up the
stairs on the cake stands! We had some delay when one
of the guests became unwell causing us to moor up and await an ambulance. He was taken to
hospital for checks (he was ok) and we continued on a slightly shorter trip. Luckily the constant
supply of drinks and cakes kept the rest of the passengers happy. Thank you to all who helped
to make the trip so successful.
Bob and I enjoyed the Rotary Summer Barbecue and here is Mary collecting her raffle prize.
We were amused that the prize of a hamper was only its contents!
Some of us were involved in making sandwiches for the Rotary Kids’ Day Out on
August 10 and then helping in the Tea and Craft Tents. We had a demonstration of the craft items at
the Handover meeting but only a couple of us were able to help with crafts. However there did seem
to be plenty of helpers from the Rotary associates. I enjoyed making little boxes and cards with the
youngsters, who showed great imagination. The high wind rattling the marquee was a little
disconcerting at times. Rotary reapplied the ground pegs at regular intervals using a sledge hammer!
Thanks to all who helped on the day.
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Our August outing was to the Hearing Dogs for
Deaf People Centre in Saunderton and was most
enjoyable and informative. 14 of us attended with
last minute spare places filled by 2 of our Tangent
friends. We had a good lunch – the venue is worth
a thought for a Pub Lunch - followed by a talk and
tour of the facility. The dogs are really well cared
for and amazingly trained to alert their profoundly
deaf owners to doorbells, smoke alarms and phones.
The independence this brings is life-changing. Black Labrador Tas (left) is
really Tasmin but blotted her copybook on the first day by rolling in very
stinky fox poo, so didn’t deserve such a posh name!
I am looking forward to inducting Jan Fines-Allin into our wonderful club
and I know you will make her very welcome.
I recommend the District Tea at Benson on 26th September especially as Marlow IW is leading a takeover of the Exec!

